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Abstract

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are collections of au-
tonomous mobile nodes with links that are made or broken
in an arbitrary way. They have no fixed infrastructure and
may have constrained resources. The next generation of IT
applications is expected to rely heavily on such networks.
However, before they can be successfully deployed several
security threats must be addressed. These are mainly due to
the ad hoc nature of these networks. Consequently it may be
much harder (or even impossible) to establish routing com-
munication paths that can tolerate malicious faults. In this
paper we first propose a general Bayesian model that satis-
fies the basic mobility requirements of a MANET and define
the requirements for secure communication in this model.
We then consider several multipath routing schemes and
propose a new adaptive multipath routing algorithm that
satisfies our security requirements.

1. Introduction

Mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) are dynamic collec-
tions of autonomous mobile nodes with links that are chang-
ing in an unpredictable way. They are characterized by a
dynamic topology and the lack of any fixed infrastructure.
The communication medium is broadcast. The nodes can be
regarded as wireless mobile hosts with limited power (oper-
ating off batteries), constrained bandwidth and transmission
range (typically 250–1000 meters in an open field). The re-
cent rise in popularity of mobile wireless devices and tech-
nological developments has made possible the deployment
of such networks for several applications. Indeed, because
ad hoc networks do not have any fixed infrastructure such as
stations or routers, they are highly applicable for emergency
deployments, disasters, search and rescue missions and mil-
itary operations.

Finding and maintaining routes in a MANET is a major
challenge. So far, most of the research has focused on func-�
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tionality issues and efficiency (e.g., [3, 4, 9, 14, 18, 19, 20,
23]), with security being given a lower priority, and in many
cases, regarded as an add-on afterthought technology rather
than a design feature (e.g., [2, 16, 21]). Although such an ap-
proach may be suitable for networks with predictable faults,
it not suitable for MANETs in which we have unpredictable
or malicious (Byzantine [17]) faults [6, 7].

Of particular concern is the possibility that an established
route is under the control of a malicious adversary, and will
be disconnected at a critical time when damage is maxi-
mized, and when there is not sufficient time to fix the route
or to find alternative routes. In such cases multipath rout-
ing is of benefit. Multipath routing involves the establish-
ment of multiple paths between source and destination pairs.
These paths are used for replicated (or redundant) communi-
cation to prevent Byzantine attacks. In particular, if � is an
upperbound on the number of malicious faults then secure
communication is achieved by using �����
	��� vertex-disjoint
paths linking the source to the destination (see e.g., [17]). If
cryptographic mechanisms (authentication and encryption)
are used then only ��	�� vertex-disjoint paths are needed.
Multipath routing will also enhance bandwidth usage, load
balancing and more generally efficiency (e.g., [24, 12]).

Our main goal in this paper is to propose a multipath
source to destination routing algorithm that can be used for
secure communication in the presence of Byzantine faults.
We first describe a general model for MANETs that satis-
fies the basic mobility requirements of such networks, and
then formally define our security requirements in this model
for Byzantine adversaries. We use this model to prove that
our multipath routing algorithm is robust against Byzantine
attacks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 we propose a model for ad hoc networks, based on
a Bayesian inference structure and give our definitions. In
Section 3 we consider multipath routing algorithms. We mo-
tivate the requirement for such algorithms and discuss sev-
eral multipath scenarios and then propose a multipath algo-
rithm that is secure against Byzantine faults.



2. A model for ad hoc networks

There are several ways in which one can model the un-
predictable nature of an ad hoc network. Whichever way
is used, there are important mobility aspects that must be
reflected in the model. Clearly the model has to be time de-
pendent and stochastic. That is, there must be a probability
distribution �������������� � � �"! � �  � �$# defined on all possi-
ble links �%� �&! � �  of the network. Here �'���� is the probability
that pair of distinct nodes �%� �(! � �  is linked at time ) . Since
the ad hoc-ness of the system is due to the mobility of the
nodes, the model should reflect this. In particular, the link
probability distribution should have memory. Consequently
we model an ad hoc network by using a Bayesian inference
structure for which established links have a high probability
to remain so and a low probability to be disconnected. Sim-
ilarly, disconnected links have a high probability to remain
so and a low probability to become connected [6] –Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The Bayesian inference requirements

That is, the à posteriori probability that � �&! � � are linked
given that � �(! � � where previously linked is high, and simi-
larly for the non-linked case. On the other hand the condi-
tional probabilities that links are broken (or made) are low.
The link probabilities are determined jointly by the nodes� � , Nature and possibly the Adversary. The contribution
of the nodes comes from their mobility. Nature’s contribu-
tion comes from the fact that communication is wireless. A
wide range of environmental factors may affect communica-
tion, ranging from weather and radio interference to physical
obstacles. Finally there are scenarios in which the Adver-
sary influences the mobility of the system, as for example in
“seek and destroy” missions. These probabilities may also
be linked by Markov interdependencies, to reflect the par-
ticular nature of the node mobility. The Bayesian model
supports the automatic derivation of probabilities for a set
of possible causes and supports a stochastic infrastructure.
However there are cases when the unpredictable nature of
the mobility of the system is such that the uncertainty (en-
tropy) of this infrastructure is maximal, resulting in net-
works for which there is no useful structure.

Definition 1 Let [ �]\ ��^ !&_ �Ba` be a family of networks1

with node set ^ and link sets _ � , indexed by )cbedSf , where
1For simplicity we assume that the transmission range of all mobile

nodes is the same (omnidirectional). If this is not the case (sectored) then
we have to use directed graphs.

) is time, and let g be Nature. The nodes � � bh^ and g
are Interactive Turing Machines, that is Turing Mathines [1]
with a random tape, a read tape and a write tape. These
tapes are used for neighbor communication. The random
tape is used to describe the mobility of the nodes. [ is an
ad hoc network, if the transitional link probabilities \�ikj ���� ` ,l �nm ! � , satisfy the Bayesian inferences in Figure 1. The
transitional link probability distribution is determined jointly
by the nodes of ^ , Nature g and possibly the adversary o .
Nature g : g has p ^qp read and write tapes that are shared
with the nodes of ^ in such a way that g can control jointly
their mobility. The randomness of g is independent of that
of the nodes � � of the network and that of o .
The Adversary o : o is Byzantine and can corrupt up to �
nodes of ^ throughout the lifetime of the system. The cor-
rupted nodes are selected at random from the node set ^ .o may also control some enemy nodes � ��r bn^ r , where^tsu^ r �wv . The nodes in ^ r are also Interactive Turing
Machines.

Definition 2 The ad hoc network [ � \ ��^ !&_ �Ba` is x -
simulatable if there is a probabilistic polynomial time al-
gorithm which on input the inputs of the nodes � � by^ will
output a link probability distribution \{zi|j ���� ` ,

l �}m ! � , such
that: ~ ��� p zi?j ����=� i|j ���� p ��~ ��� ����x .

Ad hoc networks are subject to storms that are unpredictable
changes in the transitional link probabilities i�j ���� ,

l ��m ! � ,
caused by Nature. Such events cannot be simulated. The du-
ration of a storm may be short, and the network may revert
to a Bayesian simulatable state. However the unpredictabil-
ity of the distribution of a storm may make it impossible to
simulate such networks.

Recently [7] the authors proved that an ad hoc network[ ��\ ��^ !&� �5�` converges for large values of ) , and there-
fore can be simulated if the transitional link probabilities in
Figure 1 are fixed, that is i�� �������i����� and i|� ����J��i{���� for) �}m ! � ! � !��D��� . This result however does not extend to the
case when we have unpredictable storms.

Definition 3 A communication algorithm over a routing
path with source � and destination � in an ad hoc network[ �t\ �A^ !(� �4�` is secure if:2� Fault-tolerance: For any adversary o , if � accepts a

packet as sent by � , then � sent this packet.� Privacy: For any adversary o , we have privacy [22] for
all packets sent by � to � .

Since privacy can easily be achieved by using cryptographic
tools, we shall focus in this paper on fault-tolerant commu-
nication.

2This is an informal definition. A more appropriate definition would
allow for a small probability of error.



3. Multipath Routing

Multipath routing is needed for secure communication
when route recovery cannot be guaranteed to be done fast
enough because of the high mobility of the system. With
standby paths, traffic can be redirected whenever we have
route failure, thus reducing route recovery time. Multipath
routing also offers other quality of service advantages (such
as, load balancing, aggregation of network bandwidth, re-
ducing traffic congestion etc).

Multipath routing in networks with no fixed infrastruc-
ture is a major challenge and in general requires a differ-
ent approach from that used with fixed infrastructures. In
this section we will first describe some general approaches
that can be used to establish multipath routing by exploit-
ing some particular features of ad hoc networks. Since we
focus on security issues in this paper we are only concerned
with vertex-disjoint paths. Our first example is of a location-
based multipath algorithm.

3.1. Geodesic routing –location based routing

With location based routing, each node of the network [
is assumed to know its approximate location (by either using
a GPS device or some other means [8]). Vertex-disjointness
is established by using spatially disjoint routes.

Circle Based Routing. With CBR, a family of circles in-
cident with the source � and destination � is used for rout-
ing. The source selects a few circular paths � � with suffi-
cient space disjointness –not too close (dealing with the ar-
eas close to � and � requires some attention). Packets are
directed along these paths. The location coordinates of the
center � � and the radius � � of the corresponding path � �
are appended to each packet. To allow for the possibility
that there may not be sufficient forwarding nodes on the se-
lected paths, the paths may be broadened to narrow corri-
dors by allowing nodes a few hops away to be used. The
breadth is a variable selected by � and is also appended to the
packets sent. Two other variables are appended to the pack-
ets: ���4�7���$)5�4��� (clockwise/counterclockwise) and )5)B� (time-
to-live) in hop counts.

The location of � is obtained by ordinary flooding. Pub-
lic key encryption is used to protect the location of � . There
are two communication modes that can be used with CBR:�%�B multipath routing and � �4�B multibraid routing. The first
involves forwarding packets to specified neighbors along the
paths � � . The second is, essentially, directed flooding along
given circular corridors (of specified hop diameter). With
multibraid routing the only location information about � ! �
that leaks to the intermediate nodes is the center and radius
of the path used. This routing mode is appropriate for high
mobility applications, and does not require any local neigh-
borhood knowledge. Both modes scale well with interme-

diate node behavior being determined only at packet arrival
time.

The paths are determined as follows. Let � � �%�;  !&¡  �
and ¢ � � �¤£ !"¡ £� be the coordinate positions in the Eu-
clidean plane of the source � and destination � . The source� first computes the midpoint of � ! ¢ : � �,¥�¦0§ !"¡ ¥�¦0§� , where�¤¥�¦0§ �]¨�© f ¨�ª« , ¡ ¥�¦¬§ �® © f  ª« , and the slope ¯ of ��� ! ¢q :¯ �° ª�±  ©¨�ª�±G¨ © . To select �²	³� circular paths, � chooses random
numbers ) � , � � � ! � !��D���$! �;	�� and computes the coordinates� �;´� !&¡ ´�  , � � � ! � !��D���$! ��	e� , of the centers � � and the radius� � as follows:� ´� � � ¥�¦¬§ 	µ) �B!¶¡ ´� � ¡ ¥�¦¬§ � ) � ��¯ !

� � � · � � £ � �  � 	µ) �  « 	h� ¡ £ � ¡  � � ) � �7¯¸ « !
where � � � ! � !D���D��! �H	V� . With multipath routing, each inter-
nal node ¹ � selects as next node on its path a neighbor º (as
specified by ���A�7����)5�5��� ) for which pC�@�B��) i �,�$�Q��º ! � �  � � � p
is minimized. With multibraid routing packets are locally
flooded along the circular corridor selected by the source � .

Generalizations. Several other geometric families of curves
can be used in a similar way, as for example families of el-
lipses.

Sector Partitioning based Routing. SPBR is an extension
of CBR in which the space between the source node � and
the destination node � is partitioned, and packets are sent
through the partitions.

3.2. Color Graph Based Routing

With CGBR the nodes of the network [ are colored, with
no two nodes having the same color. This approach has been
used with fixed infrastructure networks to deal with Byzan-
tine faults [5]. One can also consider multipath routing for
which the nodes on each path may have different colors, pro-
vided that these paths are color-disjoint.

4. Adaptive Multipath Routing» � i �¼)5�4½¾��¹ i )"¿À�A� ! �Q is an adaptive multipath discovery
algorithm that combines in parallel the Ford-Fulkerson Max
Flow algorithm [11] with a network algorithm to find, incre-
mentally, vertex-disjoint paths that link the source � to the
destination � .

Initially, � broadcasts a query �7��Á   for neighbor list in-
formation. On receiving these lists, � incrementally con-
structs paths linking � to � . For this construction process,
procedures

» �¾� _ �A�À� and Â��¼� i )B� are used. The novelty of
this construction is that its route discovery algorithm is resis-
tant to malicious DoS attacks and its communication algo-
rithm addresses adaptively Byzantine attacks. In particular,
if there are no attacks then a single shortest path route is



used. With each Byzantine attack, the multipath route used
is adaptively reconstructed to deal with this threat. The com-
munication algorithm is activated as soon as a path is found
so there is no unnecessary delays.

In the algorithm, [ ´ �Ã\ ��^ ´ !(_ ´ � �` is a vertex-expanded
version of the network graph [ . Each node � � of [ corre-
sponds to two nodes � f� ! � ±� linked by � � f� ! � ±�  in [Ä´ , and
each link � � �&! � �  corresponds to a link � � ±� ! � f�  in [U´ . LetÅ be a time upper bound on single-hop round-trips and � ¯q# ¨
be the message ¯ together with a signature of node � on it.

AdaptiveMultiPath ��� ! �¾
Source Æ :

1. /* initialize Ç �
with the neighborhood of Æ */

Let Ç � : È
. For each

/21
in É²Ê O P@N�Ë(XDÌ Æ . Æ 8 doÍ�Î7ÎCÏ O É²Ð . Æ 34/ 1 8

.

2. Let Ñ WYXDZµ:µÈ
, Ò K�WÔÓ Ê . Ñ WYX�Z'8À:µ<

, and ÕHÖ Î K7× Ê . Ñ WÔX�Z'8
.

3. Let
Ì Ê$Ø Ó ÊDÆ ×À:�R

,
×A×4W{:=O É O0×4O K@W ×�×5W

.

4. While connection to
Î

has not been terminated do

(a) /* discover network by limited flooding */
While Ò K@WYÓ Ê . Ñ WYXDZ�8ÄÙeÌ Ê�Ø Ó ÊDÆ × do

i. Broadcast
Ì Ê�Ø�Ú :Û.5- O Î Ú 35Ü(ÓQÌDÌ Ê$É × ×AO%Ý Ê$Ú 34×�×5WÔI Ú 35<�8

and set
×AO Ý Ê Ì Ú :Þ×A×5W�ßHà

.

ii. While
×4O Ý Ê Ì Ú has not expired do

A. If a valid reply
Ì Ê5Ö 6 :.5- O Î 6735O Î Ú 34×AO%Ý Ê 673BN�X Ö 67á É²Ê O P@N�Ë(XDÌ Æ .0/C6D8�I 6735Ü&X�Ó É ×58

is received then
ÍcÎ7ÎCÏ O É²Ð .0/C6�35/ 9 8 for all/ 9Hâ É¼Ê O0P@N¾Ë&X�Ì Æ .0/ 6 8

, and ÕHÖ Î K7× Ê . Ñ WYXDZ�8
.

B. If Ò K@WYÓ Ê . Ñ WÔX�Z'8�:}Ì Ê�Ø Ó ÊDÆ × then use Ñ WYXDZ
for
communications.

iii.
×A×4W{:äã�ßH×�×5W

.

(b) Wait until
Ì Ê�Ø Ó Ê�Æ × increases.

Procedure
Í�Î7ÎCÏ O É²Ð .0/ 1 35/ 6 8

1. /* add nodes
/ 1 3B/ 6

*/
Let å � : å �Àæèç /2é1 35/ E1 35/{é6 35/ E6�ê .

2. /* add link
.0/ 1 35/ 6 8

*/
Let

Ï � 9 : Ï � 9 æ³ç .0/ é1 35/ E1 8&3�.0/ é6 3B/ E6 8&3a.0/ E1 34/ é6 8 ê .

Procedure ÕHÖ Î KC× Ê . Ñ WYX�Z'8
1. If

Î é=ëâ å �
then return.

2. /* an augmenting path */
For each sequence

. Ò L 3 Ò F 3aì�ìaì(3 Ò�í 8
such that:

(a) Ò L : Æ E , Ò�í : Î é
, for all

<³îÛO'î É : Ò 1 â å . Ç � 8
,

and

(b) for all
<¶Ù Oïî É :

. Ò 1 3 Ò 1 é F 8 â Ñ WYXDZ
or. Ò 1 é F 3 Ò 1 8 â Ñ WÔX�Z

;

do

(a) /* increase the flow along the path */
Let Ö F : ç . Ò 1 3 Ò 1 é F 8U>�<ðÙeOÀî É êÄñ Ñ WYXDZ

.
Let Ö{ò : ç . Ò 1 é F 3 Ò 1%8U>�<ðÙeOÀî É êÄñ Ñ WYXDZ

.
Let Ñ WÔX�Zµ: Ñ WYXDZeó Ö F T Ö ò .

(b) Let Ò K@WYÓ Ê . Ñ WYXDZ�8,: Ò K@WYÓ Ê . Ñ WYXDZ�8¼óÞR
.

Here ô¤����õ � _ ´"�"öCô¤�%��õ . Since each edge in [�´ has
capacity � , each flow in [�´ is a set of edge-disjoint
paths. Let �A� ± ! � f � ! � ±� !��D�D��! � f÷ ± � ! � ±÷ ± � ! �¾f� be a di-
rected path in a flow in [U´ . The corresponding path
in the network is �A� ! � � !D�D���D! � ÷ ± � ! �Q . It is not hard
to see that if \ ��� ± ! � f � ! � ±� !D���D�$! � f÷ ± � ! � ±÷ ± � ! �¾f��` is a
set of edge-disjoint paths then the corresponding paths\ �A� ! � � !D�D���D! � ÷ ± � ! �Qa` are vertex-disjoint, and vice-versa.
We now discuss the protocol performed by each interme-
diate node.

Let ø be a parameter that specifies how often an inter-
mediate node will reply to repeated requests from the source
node that have already been answered earlier. Also, let ù be
an upper bound on time drift among hosts. Normally, we
will choose the parameter ø such that ø�ú�ù .

Intermediate node
/{1

(including
Î

):

1. If a valid
Ì Ê�Ø$Ú :Û.5- O Î Ú 34×AO Ý Ê$Ú 34×�×5W Ú I Ú 3"N¾X Ö 8

is received then

(a) If
Ü(Ó¾Ì�Ì Ê�É × ×AO Ý Ê 1,ûyWYK Æ × Æ�Ê�É Î Ú óyü

then broadcast
Ì Ê5Ö 1 :.5- O Î 1 35O Î Ú 35Ü&ÓQÌ�Ì Ê�É × ×4O Ý Ê 1 3BN¾X Ö á É²Ê O0P@N¾Ë(XDÌ Æ .0/ 1 8�I 1 3B<�8

and set
WYK Æ × Æ�Ê�É Î Ú :uÜ(ÓQÌDÌ Ê�É × ×4O Ý Ê 1 .

(b) If
×4O Ý ÊDÚ ûyWYK Æ ×4Ì Ê Ü Ò�Ú and

×�×5W Ú ûÞN�X Ö then
broadcast

Ì Ê�Ø�ýÚ :Û.5- O Î Ú 3A×4O Ý Ê$Ú 3A×A×5W Ú I Ú 35N¾X Ö ó³R$8
and setWYK Æ ×AÌ Ê Ü Ò Ú :Þ×AO%Ý Ê Ú .

2. If a valid
Ì Ê5Ö 6 :Û.5- O Î 6 35O Î Ú 34×4O Ý Ê 6 3BN¾X Ö 6 áaìaì�ì I 6 35Ü&X�Ó É ×58

is
received then

(a) If
×4O Ý Ê 6 ûÞWÔK Æ ×AÌ Ê5Ö WYþ 6

and
N¾X Ö 6 ûeÜ(XDÓ É ×

then broadcast
Ì Ê5Ö ý6 :.5- O Î 6735O Î Ú 34×4O Ý Ê 6�3BN¾X Ö 6�áaì�ìaì I 6C35Ü&X�Ó É ×GóuR$8

and setWYK Æ ×AÌ Ê5Ö WÔþ 6 :Þ×AO%Ý Ê 6 .

3. Loop.
end of protocol

1. Network discovery. In the protocol, replies from nodes
are broadcast back to the source through multiple
vertex-disjoint paths, which will include a good path
(a path without malicious nodes) when the number of
Byzantine faults are bounded.

2. Packet verification. Since the ¿²�a� counter is not signed
by � , a request �7��Á   � � � �5�   ! )5�4¯V�   ! )5)B�   #   ! ¿²�a�¤ is con-
sidered valid by a node � � if and only if the signature of� is valid and )5�A¯¸�   	�¿¼�a� � Å �C��ÿ � � ���7���;) )5�4¯V� � �ù � This prevents DoS replay attacks that use ma-
licious ¿¼�a� counts. Similarly, � � only considers�7�(� � � � � �5� � ! )5�4¯V� � ! ¿¼�a� ��� �,�����{¿ l ���C�¾� � � 4# � ! �$� � �;)"
valid if the signature of � is valid and )5�4¯V� � 	ä�$� � �;) �Å �C��ÿ � � ���7���;) )5�4¯V� � � ù . The use of ø also reduces
the effect of DoS attacks by limiting the rate that inter-
mediate nodes reply to request for neighbor list. The
bandwidth is minimized since nodes avoid duplicat-
ing broadcasts when the same information was recently
broadcast.



3. Path maintenance. Assume that the source � uses )
vertex-disjoint paths to communicate with the destina-
tion. When faults do occur beyond a certain threshold,� will then switch to using )
	 � vertex-disjoint paths.
Since this new set of paths is already constructed in the
background, the delay caused by faults is minimized.
Most of the time, there should be no delay at all. Fur-
ther, in our algorithm, the set of vertex-disjoint paths
are constructed incrementally, so even when delays are
unavoidable, they are quite small.

4. Neighbor discovery. A cryptographic handshake
protocol is used.

5. Fault detection. Byzantine faults are detected by ex-
ploiting the properties of broadcast channels as in [6].
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